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[1] During the summer 1998, a strong pollution event was documented over Paris as part
of the Etude et Simulation de la Qualité de l’air en Ile-de-France (ESQUIF) project
(second intensive observation period (IOP2)). From 7 to 9 August 1998 the pollution
event changes from a well-marked ozone plume issued from Paris to a more general
pollution over the whole Ile-de-France region. Using a three-dimensional chemistry-
transport model and its adjoint part, the sensitivity of ozone, Ox, and NOx peaks to
model parameters is investigated. For two locations, Paris and a suburban site, the
influence of both meteorological and chemical model parameters on the simulated field
concentrations is hourly quantified for each day. Processes leading to a urban polluted
event are compared. It is shown that the pollutant concentrations are mainly driven by
traffic and solvent surface emissions and meteorological parameters such as temperature.
Since the adjoint approach is limited to infinitesimal model perturbation, some scenario
simulations are carried out to evaluate the linearity of the impact of the most sensitive
parameters within the uncertainty range. It is shown that the sensitivities determined from
the adjoint approach can be extrapolated until their uncertainty ranges except for the wind
speed. INDEX TERMS: 0322 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Constituent sources and sinks;

0345 Atmospheric Composition and Structure: Pollution—urban and regional (0305); 3210 Mathematical
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1. Introduction

[2] The aim of tropospheric air pollution studies is to
suggest solutions to finally reduce the observed peaks of
pollutants concentrations. To reach this objective, it is
necessary to understand well all the processes leading to
these peaks. However, even if it is known that only
emissions can be changed, all the meteorological and
chemical processes interact within a complex tropospheric
chemistry. Thus, according to the meteorological conditions
and the characteristics of the studied site, these processes
have to be understood as a whole to know how to reduce
efficiently these emissions. As all these processes are non-
linear, numerical models are one of the efficient tools to
assess the behavior of the atmospheric system. Recently,
many models were developed and tested by comparison
with measurements issued from numerous fields experi-
ments [Solomon et al., 2000]. In the case of estival peaks of
pollution, they were mainly tested versus ozone and nitro-
gen oxides concentrations.
[3] These results showed that most of the misfits between

measurements and calculations are due to badly known
model parameters. Used as forcing, meteorological data

remain uncertain: recent studies show that, depending on
the situation, uncertainties for temperature and wind speed
components can reach values up to 3 Kelvin and 2 m.s�1,
respectively [Hanna et al., 1998, 2001]. In order to retrieve
turbulent flow properties, such as the vertical turbulent
diffusivity (Kz), parameterizations use wind speed, temper-
ature and some additional parameters. Their uncertainties
are of the same order of magnitude as the data used. The
resulting uncertainty comes from the data and the parame-
terization itself. As an example and concerning chemistry,
the chemical mechanisms use model species, including
reactions rates with an uncertainty up to 30% [Atkinson et
al., 1997]. The chemical sources are represented as surface
emissions, generally limited to activity sectors only with a
monthly time frequency. When moving from these raw data
to those finally employed, the uncertainties can reach 50%
[Schneider et al., 1997].
[4] To evaluate the impacts of such uncertainties on

simulated pollutant concentrations, previous studies were
done with a particular interest for ozone and nitrogen
oxides. For a large part, studies were devoted to the ozone
sensitivity to the chemical mechanism and reactions rates
[Jiang et al., 1997], and to the surface emissions [Schneider
et al., 1997; Yang et al., 1997; Pryor, 1998]. The sensitivity
of concentrations to turbulence was studied by Petersen
[2000], Krol et al. [2000], and Ulke and Andrade [2001].
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Finally, the ozone sensitivity to meteorological inputs was
extensively studied by Sistla et al. [1996], Hanna et al.
[1998, 2001]. From all these studies, it appears that the
uncertainty on the input parameters and the employed
parameterizations may induce tens of percents on the
simulated pollutants values. These previous studies were
designed as direct modeling: a single perturbation is applied
on a input parameter and its impact is diagnosed on the
modeled concentration. These methodologies are powerful
for uncertainties investigations. However, these studies
provided limited information on the parameters ranking by
magnitude of impact. In addition, no information can be
done on the time and location of the most important
contribution for a chosen parameter.
[5] Adjoint modeling approach uses a different approach

since sensitivity of one pollutant is estimated to all param-
eters under only one model integration. This methodology
was recently used for tropospheric ozone behavior [Carmi-
chael et al., 1997; Gao et al., 1995; Elbern and Schmidt,
1999, 2001]. These studies focused on ozone tropospheric
chemistry and sensitivities to reactions rates and chemical
initial conditions were evaluated. Over Paris, a quantifica-
tion of O3, Ox and NO2 sensitivity to reactions rates and
surface emissions was presented by Menut et al. [2000a]
showing the diurnal dependence of afternoon ozone con-
centrations to surface NOx emissions.
[6] The present paper appears as a continuation of this

latter study. The model used is a full three-dimensional
CTM and sensitivity of pollutants can be hourly evaluated
for all the model parameters. In this study, we will focus on
the sensitivity of O3, Ox and NOx into the surface layer. The
studied case corresponds to a recent high pollution event,
occurring during August 1998 over the Paris area and
extensively documented by the way of the ESQUIF experi-
ment [Menut et al., 2000b; Vautard et al., 2003].

2. Model Formulation

2.1. General Formulation

[7] The Eulerian three-dimensional CTM uses a Cartesian
mesh centered on the most urbanized area, the Paris city. It
is constituted of 15 � 9 � 6 nodes for the x-y-z directions,
respectively. The grid spacing is constant on the horizontal
(10 km) and increases with height on the vertical. This leads
to an overall domain size of 150 � 90 km2 on the horizontal
and 3 km on the vertical. The first vertical level is located at
35 m above ground level. The model is forced by the
ECMWF first guesses (6-hour forecasts). These meteoro-
logical fields are interpolated over the studied domain, in
time (one hour frequency) and space.
[8] For thermodynamical processes, the model needs

wind fields, temperature, air density, specific humidity and
cloudiness. The iterative problem to solve is expressed as
follows:

@Ci

@t
þr. V .Cið Þ ¼ r. K.r.Cið Þ þ PLi þ Ei � Di ð1Þ

where Ci is the ith chemical species concentration to
estimate, K the vertical turbulent diffusivity, PLi the net
production/loss chemical budget, Ei the surface emissions
and Di the dry deposition. Since physical and chemical

processes are expressed in terms of fluxes, they can be
easily numerically integrated all together. The stiff ordinary
differential equations solver used is the Two-Step algorithm
as defined by Lanser and Verwer [1998].

2.2. Meteorology

[9] In addition to ECMWF meteorological fields, the
following parameters need to be estimated: (i) the boundary
layer depth �h, (ii) the vertical turbulent diffusivity Kz, (iii)
the friction velocity u*, (iv) the roughness length z0m. As the
major concern of this paper is the behavior of photoox-
idants, a particular attention was done to constraint as much
as possible meteorological parameters: �h values are esti-
mated using a Richardson approach applied on soundings
profiles and hourly reinterpolated. Roughness length are
forced from z0m = 0.1 m in rural areas to 1 m in the city
center [Pielke, 1984] and are used for Kz and u* diagnostics.

2.3. Chemistry

[10] For the chemical boundary conditions, five pollutants
are advected from outside of the domain. Only these
pollutants have non-zero concentrations and are taken equal
at the lateral sides and at the top of the model domain.
Following Vautard et al. [2000], [CO] is equal to 100 ppb
and [CH4] to 1.8 ppm. Prescribed ozone concentrations are
hourly dependent and are derived from rural measurements
on the upstream side of Paris, recorded by the regional air
quality network AIRPARIF. Finally, [PAN] and [HCHO]
are chosen equal to 0.02% and 0.05% of the ozone value,
respectively. These relative concentrations of [PAN] and
[HCHO] are in agreement with those observed during
episode taken at rural sites in the TOR network [Volz-
Thomas et al., 1997]. In addition, these values are in good
agreement with CHIMERE-continental simulations per-
formed on this studied case [Schmidt and Martin, 2003]
and with the direct regional version of the model which uses
continental scale model outputs for boundary conditions,
recently developed and presented by Vautard et al. [2003].
[11] The gas phase mechanism is MoCA [Aumont et al.,

1997]. This mechanism is also employed in the chemistry-
transport model A3UR [Jaecker-Voirol et al., 1998] and has
already been tested for the Paris area. For the photolysis
constants, the cloudiness is taken into account and acts as an
attenuation factor (using the Van Loon [1994] formula).
Urban aerosols are not taken into account in this version of
the model.

2.4. Surface Emissions

[12] The whole procedure of model emissions construc-
tion follows two steps. We briefly recall here these two
steps, extensively described by Vautard et al. [1997]. Two
data sources are used: the CITEPA (1993) inventory,
providing annual totals of emissions of NOx, SO2, CO,
CH4 and NMVOCs (non speciated), and the Generation of
European Emission Data for Episodes (GENEMIS ) Project
[1994] data base for the NMVOC speciation and for the
temporal disaggregation of annual totals into hourly values.
[13] The first step consists of the speciation and temporal

disagregation of annual totals within each administrative
district: annual emissions of NOx are first speciated as 5%
of NO2 and 95% of NO. Thus, the GENEMIS NMVOC
speciation is used for the same districts and for 6 types of
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emission categories (Traffic, Solvents, Industry (except
solvents), energy extraction/production, residential (except
solvents), agriculture. For each activity, a speciation is
obtained in terms of 32 NMVOC NAPAP classes [Mid-
dleton et al., 1990]. Temporal variations are calculated on
the basis of GENEMIS data again, for three typical days
(weekdays, Saturday and Sunday), for each calendar month,
each hour and each activity sector. Only the weekday
diurnal profile for traffic is not taken from the GENEMIS
database, but from a recent publication of the emission
profile of CO in the Paris area [Sallès et al., 1996].
[14] Once the disagregation step is performed, an aggre-

gation step for the lumping of NMVOCs into model species
is achieved [Middleton et al., 1990]. A time integrated OH
concentration (INTOH) of 1.0 ppt.min as a control param-
eter value is used. Simulations were done to test this value
of INTOH and concentrations appeared quite insensitive to
INTOH changes. Isoprene is considered as the only primary
biogenic pollutant. Its emission parameterization follows
the model of Guenther [1997].
[15] Hourly values of surface anthropic emissions are

available for 15 primary pollutants: NO, NO2, CO, SO2,
CH4, and the ten following non-methane volatile organic
compounds (NMVOC): Ethane, n-butane, ethene, propene,
o-xylene, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, methyl ethyl ketone,
methanol and ethanol. As said before, these model species
represent lumped categories of real NMVOCs.

2.5. Adjoint Model Formulation

[16] In the CTM used, the adjoint model has been
developed on a line-by-line basis, reversing order of oper-
ations and switching inputs and outputs of routines. Thus,
the gradients are calculated in an exact manner to the
computer accuracy. The adjoint model was tested by the
Taylor expansion verification method, and more details on
the adjoint model development are explained by Menut et
al. [2000a] and Schmidt and Martin [2003].

3. Studied Case

3.1. Meteorological Analysis

[17] In this paper, the second intensive observation period
(IOP2) of the ESQUIF project was selected as the studied
case. The IOP2 lasted three days, from Friday 7 to Sunday 9
August 1998 (hereafter 7A98, 8A98 and 9A98, respectively).
This period presents a special interest since it corresponds
to the strongest ozone concentrations observed over the
Paris area during the summer 1998 [Menut et al., 2000b].
It is also a period when ozone peaks due to the occurrence of
different meteorological situations were observed.
[18] On 7A98, the wind is weak and coming from north-

east. An ozone plume issued from Paris is observed, moving
towards the southwest. However, over the rest of the area,
the ozone concentrations remained weak. We are thus in a
situation of local pollution, only due to the sources located
in Paris.
[19] During 9A98, the situation is different. The wind is

very weak leading to a stagnation situation. Air masses
arriving on Paris are issued from several areas, strongly
industrialized (Great Britain, Benelux, Rhur). Thus, air
masses containing already formed ozone are advected. To
these ozone rich air masses were added the production due

to the emissions of the Paris area. Stronger concentrations
than on 7A98 are finally observed and concern the whole
area. The main characteristics of the IOP2 are summarized
in Table 1 and by Menut et al. [2000a] and Hourdin et al.
[2002].

3.2. Chemical Analysis

[20] The adjoint sensitivity analysis is accurate only if
applied to one situation already well simulated with a CTM.
The consistency of sensitivity results obtained with adjoint
simulations indeed depends on the accuracy of direct
simulation. The simulation was performed from 7A98
(00:00 UTC) to 9A98 (23:00 UTC). To evaluate relevance
of the CTM results, we directly compare the simulated
ozone concentrations to the measurements carried out dur-
ing ESQUIF.
[21] First, surface ozone concentrations are compared.

Three sites are chosen for this comparison: (i) Paris city,
corresponding to the more urbanized site, (ii) Rambouillet
(southwest of Paris) and (iii) Montge-en-Goële (northeast of
Paris). These sites are selected because: (i) the ozone plume
reaches Rambouillet on 7A98 and (ii) the three sites are
located along a northeast-southwest axis, which corresponds
to the wind direction (NE) observed for this period, (iii) the
ozone plume reaches Rambouillet on 7A98 and (iv)
Montge-en-Goële is representative of background ozone
values for this episode.
[22] Figure 1 presents time series of measured and mod-

eled surface ozone concentrations. The measurements were
carried out by the air quality network, AIRPARIF (http://
www.airparif.asso.fr). The modeled concentrations values
are extracted from the mesh cell corresponding to the
surface station. Since more than one station are located into
the ‘‘Paris’’ mesh cell, three stations are superimposed. It
appears that the measurements may have until ten ppb
differences for the same mesh cell and it highlights the
small scale variability of ozone concentrations. Considering
this variablity, one could assess that the model sufficiently
reproduced the peaks hours, as well as their intensity and
their diurnal evolution for the three sites and for the period.
[23] To evaluate the simulation accuracy, it appeared also

necessary to carry out comparisons of concentrations in
altitude. Figure 2 presents ozone concentrations simulated
on 7A98 at 15:00 and 500 m AGL. These concentrations are
compared to aircraft measurements recorded at the same

Table 1. Overview of the Meteorological Conditions Over Paris

During IOP 2a

Day

7A98 8A98 9A98

Wind direction (from) northeast east east
jUj(10 m), m s�1 1.4 1.3 1.8
�h(max), m 800 2300 2800
T2m[min], �C/Time 16.5 (05) 17.5 (05) 18.7 (05)
T2m [max], �C 31.0 (16) 35.3 (16) 35.0 (15)

aHere, 7A98, 8A98 and 9A98 are shortened dates and correspond,
respectively, to 7, 8, and 9 August 1998. Wind direction and speed, denoted
jUj, are recorded at 10 meters above ground level. �h(max) is the maximum
observed boundary layer height. Temperature is recorded at the same
location as wind but at 2 meters above ground level. T2m[min] and T2m

[max] correspond to minimal and maximal temperature (in Celsius degrees)
observed over the whole day. Corresponding time is indicated between
brackets.
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time and altitude. The model correctly reproduced the ozone
plume issued from Paris towards the southwest. Airborne
measurements show the great variability of the observed
ozone concentrations compared to the model. Since for
surface concentrations, the model values correspond to a
space and temporal average of high temporal and spatial
resolution of aircraft measurements.
[24] Even if the model results don’t match exactly the

observed concentrations, these comparisons, both at the
surface and in altitude, show that the three consecutive
days were quite well simulated. It may signify that the input
parameters and the CTM itself are uncertain but constitute a
good first-guess of the real conditions occurring during this
episode. Thus, this also suggests that this simulation is
sufficiently realistic to perform a sensitivity analysis.

4. Sensitivity Methodology

[25] For most of the sensitivity studies performed on
pollutants at a regional scale, results are expressed as

integrated values over the whole studied period and gen-
erally concerns only ozone [Chang et al., 1996; Gao et al.,
1995; Hanna et al., 2001; Jang et al., 1995a, 1995b; Jiang
et al., 1997; Kleinman, 2000]. Even if these works are
useful to have a global understanding of the ozone chem-
istry, the integrated form of the results can not provide
details about the diurnal behavior of the sensitivity. More-
over, in order to really assess the major pathways of this
complex chemistry, not only ozone but also Ox and NOx

need to be studied. To quantify the importance of parame-
ters, it is therefore necessary to explore for the same episode
more than one pollutant in more than one location. From a
numerical point of view, the only way to investigate that is
to use the adjoint model.
[26] In this paper, the adjoint of our CTM is used for

sensitivity calculations of ozone, Ox and NOx surface
concentrations to model parameters. We calculate the gra-
dient (i.e., the partial derivative) between the pollutant
concentration value (at one time and one location on the
studied domain) and the parameter value. For example,
defining the ozone peak value at 15:00 UTC as [O3]15,
and r1 the rate of the first chemical reaction, sensitivity
results are normalized and expressed in %/% as:

sty O3½ 
r1¼
@ O3½ 
max

@r1
.

r1

O3½ 
max

[27] This analysis is done for two days (7A98 and 9A98)
and two locations (Paris city center and Rambouillet, 25 km
to the southwest). Thus, this paper presents results of 12
model simulations. Only the sensitivity of the studied
pollutant ([O3]15, [Ox]15 and [NOx]09) at the surface is
studied, corresponding to the first vertical model grid cell.
For each studied pollutant, sensitivities are hourly calcu-
lated. These sensitivities concerned the following parame-
ters: the whole set of chemical reactions (i.e., 200), all
emitted species (16), (iii) the boundary conditions for the 5
prescribed species, the dry deposition velocities, the temper-

Figure 1. Ozone concentrations (ppb) measurements by
AIRPARIF from 7 to 9 August 1998 (from 00:00 to 72:00)
in Paris (top), Montgé-en-Goële (middle), and Rambouillet
(bottom). The Montgé-en-Goële and Rambouillet suburban
stations are located to the northeast and southwest of Paris,
respectively.

Figure 2. Ozone concentrations (ppb) modeled at z =
500 m AGL over the whole Paris area, on 7A98 (15:00).
Values correspond to the fifth loop of the MERLIN aircraft
flight done between 14:30 and 15:00.
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ature, the wind speed and the turbulent vertical diffusivity
Kz. To be as complete as possible, the studied model species
are [O3]15 (15:00 GMT), [Ox]15 (15:00 GMT) and [NOx]09
(09:00 GMT).

5. Integrated Sensitivity

[28] The main purpose of this paper is to compare
sensitivity of species to model parameters as a function of
time. Even if some of these parameters are not only single
parameter but fields of values, the choice is done to
integrate spatially the sensitivity results. This is the only
way to present more than 30.106 independent sensitivity
coefficients to understand the influence of all these param-
eters on photooxidant pollution. Table 2 presents the sensi-
tivity values spatially integrated over the whole domain and
temporally integrated over the entire studied day. Results
are displayed for [O3]15, [Ox]15 and [NOx]09, over Paris (the
urban site) and Rambouillet (the rural site). For all param-
eters, this integrated presentation highlights the most impor-
tant processes.
[29] Results are summarized in Table 2. The dry deposi-

tion appeared to be the less sensitive parameter. Concerning
reaction rates, Table 2 reports only the most significant four
reactions. Mainly [O3]15 and [Ox]15 appears to be sensitive
to these rates. This result is due to the studied time, 15:00,
since the photolysis is the major process during the after-
noon for ozone chemistry. This is not the case at 09:00 for

[NOx]09. Thus, [NOx]09 is less sensitive to these reactions
rates than [O3]15 and [Ox]15.
[30] The most important sensitivities are found to be to

the meteorological parameters. The temperature, wind speed
and thus Kz are of major concern for [NOx]09, [O3]15 and
[Ox]15. Sensitivities to meteorological parameters also show
a difference between urban and rural values. For example,
sensitivity of [O3]15 and [Ox]15 to wind speed is higher over
the urban site than over the rural one. In this case, the
evacuation of primary pollutants emitted in Paris explains
this result.
[31] Concerning the surface emissions, it appears that

the sensitivity is higher for [NOx]09 than for [O3]15 and
[Ox]15: this result is consistent since [NOx]09 is obviously
sensitive to its own emission part. Finally, boundary
conditions are only important for ozone: this is due to
the ozone advected which acts as an additive term to the
concentrations locally produced. These first results that
will be refined better, suggest that the meteorological
parameter and surface emissions are the most sensitive
parameters. These results confirm those of the previous
studies quoted in section 5.

6. Hourly Sensitivity to Chemical Parameters

[32] The above results show that some parameters are
particularly critical for the calculation of NOx and ozone.
However, the temporal integration of the results strongly

Table 2. Synthesis of Integrated Sensitivity Resultsa

[NOx]09 [O3]15 [Ox]15

Parameter U R U R U R Uncertainty (lognormal)

Reactions rates
NO + O3 ! NO2 +2.77e-2 +7.17e-2 �1.58e-1 �2.10e-1 �1.11e-1 �1.89e-1 20%
NO2 + OH ! HNO3 +4.32e-2 +9.88e-2 �1.11e-1 �1.48e-1 �6.77e-2 �1.08e-1 20%
CH3COO2 + NO2 ! PAN +6.59e-3 +1.61e-2 �6.02e-2 �9.75e-2 �3.26e-2 �6.58e-2 40%
AROMATIC2 + OH ! . . . �7.31e-2 �1.61e-1 +4.51e-2 +5.94e-2 +3.36e-2 +3.41e-2 40%
NO2 ! NO + O3 �2.76e-2 +7.46e-2 +1.75e-1 +2.36e-1 +1.26e-1 +2.17e-1 40%
PAN ! CH3COO2 + NO2 + . . . �1.06e-3 �1.78e-3 +4.41e-2 +5.98e-2 +3.54e-2 +5.92e-2 40%

Emissions (per model species)
ALKENE4 �5.78e-2 �1.32e-1 +4.01e-2 +2.67e-2 +2.44e-2 +1.59e-2 40%
AROMATIC2 �9.19e-2 �2.15e-1 +7.09e-2 +1.01e-1 +5.06e-2 +5.37e-2 40%
NO2 +4.11e-2 +7.48e-2 +3.1e-4 +3.44e-3 +5.41e-3 +1.0e-2 40%
NO +8.01e-1 +1.45e+0 �1.98e-1 +2.71e-3 +1.27e-2 +1.40e-1 40%

Emissions (per activity sectors)
Solvants �6.01e-1 �1.51e-1 +4.22e-2 +5.30e-2 +2.37e-2 +2.78e-2 40%
Traffic +7.61e-1 +9.68e-1 �3.45e-2 +9.36e-2 +6.73e-2 +1.77e-2 40%

Boundary conditions
O3 �3.44e-2 �5.54e-2 +8.08e-1 +3.58e-1 +6.04e-1 +3.61e-1 20%

Dry deposition
O3 +8.5e-4 +3.9e-3 �1.23e-2 �1.14e-2 �9.5e-3 �1.17e-2 50%
NO �2.83e-2 �4.89e-2 +6.0e-4 +4.5e-4 �1.3e-5 �2.7e-3 50%
NO2 �2.95e-2 �9.67e-2 �3.8e-4 �1.8e-3 �1.3e-3 �5.5e-3 50%

Temperature �2.41e-1 �3.50e-1 +2.19e+0 +3.11e+0 +1.68e+0 +2.97e+0 3K
Wind speed �3.88e-1 +1.22e+0 �6.58e-1 �2.4e-3 �5.99e-1 +6.01e-2 2 m.s�1

Kz �6.22e-1 �3.91e-1 +1.56e-1 �1.28e-1 �9.18e-2 �1.23e-1 100%
aIntegrated sensitivity results are estimated using adjoint modeling for 7 August 1998 over Paris (U = Urban) and Rambouillet (R = rural and suburban)

and expressed in %/%. For NOx, results are expressed for sensitivity at the peak time 09:00 UTC for NOx and 15:00 UTC for O3 and Ox. All sensitivity
values correspond to spatially integrated values. Sint corresponds to the integration of all sensitivity from 00 UTC to the peak time. Sensitivities larger than
±0.1%/% are bolded. Uncertainties are extracted from Atkinson et al. [1997] and De More et al. [1997] for reactions rates; Hanna et al. [1998, 2001] and
Beekmann et al. (submitted manuscript, 2003) for emissions and dynamical parameters and Schmidt et al. [2001] for boundary conditions.
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limits the conclusion of the study. In order to refine the
analysis, we have to study and discuss the hourly sensitivity.

6.1. Sensitivity to Surface Emissions

[33] Sensitivity results for surface emissions are displayed
as a function of emitted species. Figure 3 focuses on the
most sensitive species, i.e., ALKENE4 (all alkenes with a
reactivity greater than 7.5 104 ppt.min�1), AROMATIC2 (a
model species including dialkyl-substituted aromatics [Bey
et al., 2001]), NO and NO2.
[34] Over Paris, [O3]15 is mainly sensitive to NO emis-

sions where an increase of these emissions induces a
decrease of [O3]15. The sensitivity peak occurs just before
[O3]15, showing the fast titration process of ozone by NO.
NO is the most sensitive chemical species for [O3]15 and
[Ox]15. For the other species, the sensitivities are positive
and one order of magnitude lower (see Table 2).
[35] Over Rambouillet, the large negative sensitivity of

[O3]15 to NO disappears, due to lowest traffic emissions in
this suburban site. The major sensitive emitted species
becomes AROMATIC2. This result, connected to the only
reaction involving AROMATIC2, will be discussed in
section 6.2.
[36] In this paper, the goal is not to extensively study

chemical regimes. However, concerning this point, a first
conclusion can be presented between Paris and Rambouillet
at 15:00 on 7A98. Over Rambouillet, an increase of NO

emissions induces an increase of [Ox]15: chemistry in the
city plume seems to be NOx-limited. The sensitivity peak
occurs during the morning, showing the photochemical
oxidant build up timescale (at least several hours). The
Paris situation is much more complex since the sensitivity
sign changes during the day: just before [Ox]15, the sensi-
tivity is negative and an increase of NO emissions induces a
decrease of [Ox]15. The system seems to be more VOC-
limited. Earlier in the morning, sensitivity is positive and, as
over Rambouillet, the system seems to be more NOx-
limited. Of course, a complete radical budget study is
necessary to confirm or infirm this hypothesis. For more
complete discussions of chemical regimes occurring during
ESQUIF, see Sillman et al. [2003]. Finally, all these
sensitivities to emitted species can be classified under
activity sectors. For these two studied days, the emissions
due to the traffic and the solvents appeared as the most
significant sectors. This point confirms results already
noticed by Menut et al. [2000a].

6.2. Sensitivity to Reactions Rates

[37] Sensitivities to reaction rates of the MoCA chemical
mechanism are displayed in Figure 4. Sensitivities were
found to be similar on the two studied days (7A98 and
9A98) and for [O3]15 and [Ox]15. Results also displayed the
same diurnal comportment over Paris and Rambouillet for
[NOx]09. Thus, the results are only displayed for 7A98 and

Figure 3. Sensitivity of [O3]15, [Ox]15 and [NOx]09 modeled on 7 August 1998 to the surface emissions
per modeled species. Sensitivities are integrated for each hour over the whole domain.
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for [O3]15 (both sites) and [NOx]09 (Rambouillet) since they
are representative of all other studied situations. Reactions
which are discussed are those displayed in Table 2. ai

denoted stoichiometric coefficients and the reactions are
numbered from (R1) to (R6), as follows:

NOþ O3�!NO2ðR1Þ

NO2 þ OH�!HNO3ðR2Þ

CH3COO2 þ NO2�!PANðR3Þ

AROMATIC2þ OH�!a1BENZAL

þ a2GLYOXþ a3MGLYOX

þ . . . other radicalsðR4Þ

NO2�!NOþ O3ðR5Þ

PAN�!CH3COO2 þ NO2 þ radicalsðR6Þ

6.2.1. [O3]15 Sensitivity
[38] For all reactions, [O3]15 sensitivities have the same

magnitude over Paris as over Rambouillet. The higher
sensitivities are obtained for the photostationary equilibrium
involving the NO-NO2-O3 species and described by reac-
tions (R1) and (R5). These sensitivities exhibit maximum
values just before the peak time due to the fast photolysis
processes. For ozone, the reaction (R1) appears to be a sink,
and a negative sensitivity over the whole day is logically
observed. On the contrary, the net ozone production by the
way of (R5) delivers positive sensitivity values. The main
difference between the sites being the time of the sensitivity
peak. While the sensitivity peak appears just before [O3]15
over Paris, it is yet important several hours before over
Rambouillet. This is due to an advection effect. Over Paris,
the ozone sensitivity is mainly driven by the net local
production (due to high surface emissions) and the boun-
dary conditions. Over Rambouillet, the sensitivity is due to
the same processes but with less local surface emissions and
more important advection effects. This advection effect
explains that values, integrated spatially over the whole
domain and temporally over the whole period, are more
important in Rambouillet than in Paris (Table 2).
[39] Another interesting point is the different behavior of

the reaction (R2) between both sites. (R2) shows a negative
sensitivity suggesting that an increase of reaction (R2) rate
induces a decrease of [O3]15. If this reaction is a net loss for
NO2, it is also a net sink of OH, leading to a net loss of
ozone. Over Rambouillet, a negative maximum value
appears at 11:00 (four hours before the peak time): this is
due to a change in the chemistry over Paris. An increase of
the rate of the reaction (R2) tends to a net loss of OH
radicals and then a net loss of ozone. At 11:00, less ozone is
produced over Paris. Since the ozone produced over Paris
constitutes a plume towards Rambouillet, less concentra-
tions should be observed over Rambouillet at the peak time.
Moreover, this is also a net loss of NO2 available during the
afternoon for the photochemical equilibrium (R5).
6.2.2. [NOx]09 Sensitivity
[40] From a general point of view, [NOx]09 is less

sensitive to reaction rates than [O3]15 or [Ox]15. [NOx]09 is
more sensitive to reactions rates in Rambouillet than in
Paris. At this time, early in the morning, the photostationary
equilibrium is not the most sensitive process. For all

Figure 4. Sensitivity of [O3]15 (top and middle) and
[NOx]09 (bottom) modeled on 7A98 to reactions rates.
Symbols for each reaction are the same on all panels.
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reactions, sensitivities maxima appear just before the peak
time, 09:00 and the most important sensitivities are for
reactions (R2) and (R4).
[41] This latter reaction, (R4), is a major pathway of

ozone production via radicals production. For one OH
consumed, numerous other radicals are produced. All these
radicals tend to increase the net loss of NOx. Combined to
the important sensitivity on AROMATIC2 emissions, these
adjoint approach shows that AROMATIC2 species and (R4)
are the most significant processes for the chemistry during
the morning.
[42] Surprisingly, sensitivity of [NOx]09 to reaction (R2)

is positive. It was shown that HNO3 production is the
predominant chemical removal route for NOx during the
afternoon [Jenkin and Clemitshaw, 2001]. It is not the case
for morning chemistry. In order to identify the origin of this
positive sensitivity, three additional adjoint simulations
were done. Sensitivities of NO, NO2 and OH to reaction
rates are calculated. Results are displayed in Figure 5a. The
net budget is an enhanced production of NOx. These results
show that reaction (R2) leads to more NO production than
NO2 destruction. Reaction (R2) is also a net loss of OH

radicals, certainly by the way of an other chemical pathway
that the HNO3 production.

6.3. Sensitivity to Boundary Conditions

[43] The results for boundary conditions were found quite
similar for [O3]15 and [Ox]15. Thus, they are only displayed
for [O3]15 in Figure 6 and for both days, 7A98 and 9A98.
[44] [O3]15 is only sensitive to O3, while [NOx]09 is sen-

sitive similarly to O3 and HCHO boundary conditions.
During the afternoon, the ozone sensitivity is always pos-
itive. At the boundaries, this already formed ozone is
advected into the studied domain. More ozone will be
prescribed and more ozone will be finally estimated in the
studied locations. However, for the two days, and on the two
sites, the magnitude of the maximum impact of this increase
is different and does not occur at the same hour.
[45] The hours of the sensitivity peaks showed the delay

to transport these species from the boundaries towards the
studied sites. This delay can be easily understand since it is
the distance to travel for the air masses, modulated by the
wind speed and the wind direction. The differences
observed on these sensitivity peaks are explained by the

Figure 5. Sensitivity of [NOx], [NO], [NO2] and [OH] to
the rate of reactions: (a) NO2 + OH!HNO3 and (b) PAN!
CH3CO2 + . . ., over Paris on 7 August 1998 (09:00).

Figure 6. Sensitivity of [O3]15 (top) to O3 boundary
conditions and [NOx]09 (bottom) to O3 and HCHO
boundary conditions. All results are displayed in %/% for
7A98 and 9A98 (top) and 7A98 (bottom).
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magnitude of the boundary conditions compared to the
concentrations finally modeled: as observed for 7A98,
the lower the [O3]15 the greater the impact will be on the
change of the boundary conditions.
[46] The sensitivity of NO is always negative during the

morning. However, ozone is not any more the only signifi-
cant term, since significant sensitivities to HCHO are
observed. However, these sensitivities remain weak com-
pared to those simulated for ozone. An increase of ozone at
the boundaries leads to increase conversion of NO to NO2.
This conversion acts as a source of radicals. In addition,
increase formaldehyde concentrations at the boundaries
increase available HO2 radicals and increase OH radicals
too. Finally, more OH radicals are available by the way of
the NO ! NO2 conversion. This leads to a net sink for NOx

mainly due to HNO3 production (as mentioned above in
section 6.2).

7. Hourly Sensitivity to Meteorological
Parameters

7.1. Temperature Sensitivity

[47] As sensitivities of [O3]15 and [Ox]15 have the same
diurnal behavior, Figure 7 displays sensitivity only to [O3]15
and [NOx]09. The sensitivity of [O3]15 to the temperature is
positive on both days and both sites. These values correspond

to the highest sensitivities calculated for all model parameters
(see Table 2). However, these highest values, here expressed
in %/%, should be carefully interpreted. For temperature, a
change of 1% corresponds to the uncertainty really observed
i.e., ±3 Kelvin. Sensitivity results express here the maximum
of the realistic uncertainty. This is not the case, for example,
for VOCs emissions, when 1% perturbation represents only a
very small part of the possible uncertainty.
[48] The sensitivity peaks occur just before the time of the

pollutants peaks: this clearly shows that temperature is
mainly important on photochemistry behavior. The most
important sensitivities values are observed earlier over
Rambouillet than over Paris: the advection effect is again
the reason of this result when a temperature change over
Paris will affect chemistry three to four hours later over
Rambouillet. Thus, when pollutant residence time is long
(i.e., the wind is weak), an error on city temperature could
considerably affect the ozone concentrations within the
plume several hours after.
[49] For [NOx]09 sensitivity, a sign change is observed

from night to morning. An increase of temperature during
the night induces an [NOx]09 increase, while a decrease is
diagnosed when photochemistry begins to be significant
(after 06:00).

Figure 7. Sensitivity of [O3]15 and [NOx]09 to the
temperature in %/%. Sensitivities are integrated for each
hour over the whole domain.

Figure 8. Sensitivity of [O3]15 (top) and [NOx]09 (bottom)
to the temperature (%/%) for four selected reactions, in Paris
on 7 August 1998.
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[50] Thus, to deeper investigate this pattern, an additional
sensitivity experiment was done. Sensitivity results are only
displayed for reactions for which the pollutants are the most
sensitive to reaction rates (Table 2). These reactions have
not the same dependence in temperature. This dependence
is important to know since the sensitivity signs have to
discussed. Reaction rate of (R1) quasi-linearly increases
with temperature while the rates of reactions (R2) and (R3)
decrease. In the case of reaction (R6), a linear increase of
temperature induces an exponential increase of the reaction
rate.
[51] For each reaction, results are displayed in Figure 8

for [O3]15 in Paris. In this figure, sensitivity to temperature
values are not integrated over the complete chemical mech-
anism (as in Figure 7) but displayed for selected reactions.
Thus, values can exceed integrated results.
[52] On both sites, the main influence of temperature is

due to the reaction (R6) which transforms PAN into
CH3CO3, NO2 and peroxide. An increase of temperature
for this reaction induces an increase of its reaction rate and a
loss of NO2. For [O3]15, the sensitivity to temperature
exhibits the same behavior as the sensitivity to reaction
rates but with a greater magnitude. An increase of 1% of
temperature generates an increase of +1.6484% of [O3]15
while the increase of 1% of (R6) reaction rate only affects
[O3]15 of +0.0208%.
[53] In this article, all results showed the impact of a

parameter change of 1% on a pollutant. However, a change
of 1% does not signify the same impact on this pollutant. In
the section 6.2, the change of 1% of reaction rates was
studied. However, an increase of 1% of temperature corre-
sponds to +2.5K (over Paris at 15:00). This leads to an
increase of �65% of the (R6) reaction rate. This explains
the larger sensitivity value obtained in Figure 8. This also
clearly shows the non-linear character of the model and the
limitations to interpret the adjoint results.
[54] Increase of temperature into (R6) have a positive

impact before sunrise but negative after. This result shows
that (R6) is the main cause of the sign change observed in
Figure 7.
[55] To understand the (R6) sign change, the same simu-

lations are done to test independently the sensitivities of NO,
NO2 and OH (Figure 5b). First, we see that a change of (R6)
rate has a smaller impact than a change of the (R1) rate. An
increase of this latter reaction rate induces an increase of
NO2.Moreover, this also has an important impact onNO: this
reaction appears to be a source before 06:00 and a sink
between 06:00 and 09:00. As discussed in section 6.2, OH
behavior is the main cause for these sensitivities: as shown in
Figure 5b, OH presents an opposite sensitivity to NO, with a
shift in time. Finally, an increase of (R6) rate tends to increase
OH just before 09:00, leading to a rapid decrease of NO and
to an increase of NO2. This tendency is in opposition with the
behavior of species via (R1) and illustrates the impact of
availability of NO2 as a part of NOx.
[56] A net increase of the reaction rate of (R1) induces an

increase of [NOx]09 and a decrease of [O3]15 and [Ox]15. As
for (R1), an increase of the temperature leads to a decrease
of the reaction rate, this tends to produce less HNO3 and to a
lesser lost of OH radicals (as already discussed in section
6.2). Finally, the temperature impact appears to be very
important on the simulated concentrations. During the after-

noon, this impact enhanced [O3]15 and [Ox]15 production,
mainly by the way of PAN chemistry.

7.2. Vertical Turbulent Diffusivity Sensitivity

[57] Results for sensitivity to vertical mixing are dis-
played in Figure 9. As for the temperature, the obtained
values show an important sensitivity. Over Paris, increase
Kz induces an increase of [O3]15, but only for the last hour
before the peak time (15:00). As previously mentioned, the
ozone titration by NO is the major pathway. Within the
surface layer, ozone over an urbanized area is lower than

Figure 9. Sensitivity of [O3]15, [Ox]15 and [NOx]09 (7A98)
to the vertical turbulent diffusivity Kz in %/%. Sensitivities
are integrated for each hour over the whole domain.
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within the whole boundary layer. An increase of Kz

decreases the NO concentrations which is less available to
titrate ozone in the surface layer (quick dilution effect). This
also brings more ozone from the upper layers to the surface
layer. Before 14:00, the sensitivity is low but negative. In
this case, emissions are too much diluted and affect chem-
ical processes slower than the ozone titration. This last
remark remains true for the whole day over Rambouillet.
The dilution of the emissions is a factor leading to a
negative sensitivity. In this suburban area, VOC emissions
dominate and there is less ozone titration by NO. Thus, to
increase the vertical diffusion of VOC induces less ozone
production: a negative sensitivity is observed. In addition,
Rambouillet is within the Paris ozone plume: ozone is
already formed and concentrations are stronger in the sur-
face layer than in the upper layers: in this case, an increas-
ing mixing dilutes surface ozone concentrations. The impact
of the ozone titration by NO is confirmed with the sensi-
tivity results for [Ox]15: the 15:00 positive peak observed for
[O3]15 disappears for [Ox]15. For [NOx]09 sensitivity, during
the morning, only the dilution of emissions can explain the
very important negative sensitivity. Both NO and NO2,
emitted at the surface, are more diffused within the boun-
dary layer. Since in altitude, during the morning, NOx are

very low, the net budget over the whole atmospheric column
tends to decrease [NOx]09.

7.3. Wind Speed Sensitivity

[58] Like for the previous meteorological model param-
eters, the sensitivity to wind speed shows high values
(Figure 10). Similarly to temperature, the sensitivities are
similar between [O3]15 and [Ox]15: thus, the results are only
displayed for [O3]15 and [NOx]09. The most interesting point
is the opposite sensitivity values between Paris and Ram-
bouillet. An increase of wind speed induces a decrease of
[O3]15 over Paris but it induces an increase of ozone over
Rambouillet.
[59] Over Paris and for [O3]15, the impact of a change in

wind speed has consequences over a longer period than the
previous parameters. A change on wind speed will affect the
values of [O3]15 and [Ox]15 as soon as 04:00 in the morning.
During this period, one can distinguish two separate peaks.
The negative one is due to the residence time of the surface
emissions over Paris: more the wind speed increases less the
VOC and NOx concentrations emitted at the surface stay
over the city. Thus, an increase of the wind speed causes a
faster cleaning of surface emissions leading to less ozone
production.
[60] Over Rambouillet, the effect is opposite: since the

main source of pollution is due to an advection of the Paris
plume, an increase of wind speed tends to advect more
ozone. In this case, Rambouillet is certainly less polluted,
the Paris plume being transported at 15:00 further away
from the city.
[61] The same tendency is observed for [NOx]09 as for

[O3]15 and [Ox]15. Over Paris, the primary emissions are
strong and the cleaning effect lesser affects the city. How-
ever, it enhances the morning advection of NOx and then
tends to increase simulated [NOx]09 over Rambouillet.
Finally, the wind speed appears to have a cleaner effect
over Paris and a worsening effect over Rambouillet. This
latter effect is mainly due to the transport of high pollutants
concentrations from the emitter zone (Paris) to the receptor
area (Rambouillet).

8. Scenario Studies

8.1. Limitations of the Adjoint Approach

[62] The adjoint modeling approach is based on the
hypothesis of an infinitesimal perturbation of the studied
parameter. This infinitesimal perturbation implies to limit
the discussion to a change of �1% of the parameter.
However, for most of the model parameters, the real
uncertainty is higher, generally few percents (see Table 2).
The main question addressed in this section is: Is it correct
to extrapolate the adjoint sensitivity results based on 1%
perturbation to the whole range of the real uncertainties? To
try to answer this question, some scenario simulations are
done for the studied case of the ESQUIF IOP2.

8.2. Methodology

[63] In a general way, a model analysis consists to use j
model input parameters, noted pi=1, j, linked by physical
equations under the form of a model M. The output
concentration is thus expressed as:

c ¼ M pi¼1; j

� �

Figure 10. Sensitivity of [O3]15 (7 and 9 August 1998,
1500), [Ox]15 (7A98, 1500) and [NOx]09 (7A98, 0900) to
the wind speed jUj in %/%. Sensitivities are integrated for
each hour over the whole domain.
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For these scenario simulations, we define two factors a1 and
a2 applied on model parameters as follows:

cp ¼ M pi¼1; j�2;a1 � pj�1;a2 � pj
� �

where pi=1, j�2 are all the unperturbed model parameters, pj�1

and pj are the two perturbed parameters. cp represents the
final perturbed concentration for each value of a1 and a2. In
the case of a1 = a2 = 1, the result is cp = c. This perturbation
is applied over the whole domain, assuming that the
uncertainty for a parameter is vertically homogeneous. Since
model parameters are used with different units (Kelvin, ppb,
m s�1 etc. . .), the multiplicative coefficients a1 and a2 are
expressed as a percentage of the perturbed parameter. This
factor is ranging from a = 0.5 to a = 1.5 (with�a = 0.1) for
wind speed, reactions rates and Kz. With these extreme
values, the whole range of the parameters uncertainty is
covered (see Table 2). For temperature, expressed in Kelvin,
interval is reduced to a = 0.95 to a = 1.05. Since the
temperature is expressed in Kelvin, this reduced interval
correspond to an interval larger than the real uncertainty,
certainly around 1%. In addition to the studies of Hanna et
al. [1998, 2001], a comparison was done between ECMWF
meteorological fields above Paris and the corresponding
commercial aircrafts AMDAR data (Aircraft Meteorological
Data Reporting program: http://www.metoffice.com/
research/interproj/amdar/). It was shown that the difference
between both exhibits a maximum value of 3K.
[64] Since the meteorological and chemical processes

interactions are non-linear, to perturb only one by one the
parameters is not sufficient. Thus, we decide to perturb two
parameters simultaneously. This does not avoid all non-
linearities within the model, but can provide an indication of
the ‘‘linear’’ character (or not) of our results (for a more
complete exercise about model parameter uncertainties for
the IOP2 of ESQUIF, see M. Beekmann et al. (Global
model uncertainty evaluation constraint by measurements
from the ESQUIF campaign, submitted to Journal of Geo-
physical Research, 2003) (hereinafter referred to as Beek-
mann et al., submitted manuscript, 2003)). In case of a
linear variation of a species concentration as a function of a,
we can conclude that the sensitivity estimated from the
adjoint results can be applied for more than 1% change with
a good confidence level.

8.3. Results

[65] Simulations are performed on 7A98, from 00:00 to
16:00 UTC and we looked at the Parisian O3 surface
pollutant value at 15:00. Perturbed parameters are chosen
as the most sensitive ones. Thus, a1 correspond to a factor
applied on surface emissions in term of NOx and VOCs and
a2 to wind speed, Kz, temperature and reactions rates.
[66] The results are expressed as maps in Figures 11 and

12. The iso-lines represent the value of [O3]15 as a function
of a1 and a2. Thus the results analysis can be performed in
the same way as that used for the isopleths generally drawn
for chemical regimes studies [Sillman, 1995]. A thin-inter-
val between iso-lines indicates a strong change on O3. If the
intervals remain constant, the perturbation is linear and the
adjoint results can be applied over a range larger than 1%.
We have verified that the obtained results leads to slopes
identical to the integrated sensitivities reported in Figure 2
and obtained with the adjoint approach.

[67] A first general remark is that the VOCs emissions
have always a lesser impact than NOx emissions: this effect
is due both to the studied pollutant, O3, and to the location,
the Paris city center, where traffic plays a major role on the
O3 chemistry.
[68] The second remark is that the variations of [O3]15 are

linear for the reactions rates (Figures 11c and 11d) and Kz

(Figures 12a and 12b), almost linear for temperature (Figures
12c and 12d) but not for the wind speed (Figures 11a and
11b). That means that one can extend the results associated
to reactions rates and Kz beyond the infinitesimal perturba-
tion 1%. For temperature, the investigated interval (±5%)
being greater than the real uncertainty (1% in Kelvin), no
need for extrapolation exists. Lastly, the wind speed sensi-
tivity results cannot be extrapolated until their uncertainty,
especially for lower values (a2 < 1.1).

9. Synthesis, Conclusion, and Perspectives

9.1. Synthesis and Conclusion

[69] A chemistry-transport model and its adjoint part were
developed. Simulations were compared to measurements for
the IOP2 of the ESQUIF project. It was shown that the
model, forced by ECMWF meteorological fields, is able to
reproduce a complex pollution episode as the second IOP of
the ESQUIF project. The main goal of this study was the
quantification of the impact of all the CTM parameters on
several pollutants (O3, Ox and NOx). The adjoint approach
allows (i) to compare and quantify the impact of different
parameters on simulated concentrations, (ii) to provide time
series of this sensitivity, when generally one has only access
to information integrated in time.
[70] Concerning chemistry, adjoint analysis explained in

time the individual behavior of each reaction on simu-
lated pollutants concentrations. Since the exercise was
done on two different locations, an urban (Paris) and a
suburban (Rambouillet) site, a spatialized behavior is also
proposed, showing various chemical regimes within the
city and the plume. An important result is the pathway of
HNO3 chemistry: depending on time and location, this
species is not inevitably a loss for NOx. Another impor-
tant result is that NOx and the most reactive Aromatics
and Alkenes are the most sensitive emitted species among
the surface emissions taken into account. Expressed in
term of activity sectors, the pollutants concentrations are
mainly driven by traffic and solvents emissions [Menut et
al., 2000a].
[71] Concerning both meteorological and chemical

parameters, the boundary conditions appear very sensitive.
From all the species prescribed at the boundaries, mainly
ozone, PAN and HCHO seem to have a relevant effect on
the simulated concentrations. This conclusion may be of
interest for future fields campaigns dedicated to measure-
ments of these species around the urban areas. While dry
deposition is found to be not so sensitive, all other mete-
orological parameters exhibit high sensitivities. As previ-
ously discussed, the results must be consider both in terms
of sensitivities and uncertainties to be really understand.
[72] To quantify the effect of parameters within their own

uncertainty ranges and to improve in another way adjoint
results, scenario simulations were done on the same tested
case. The simulations show that the sensitivities determined
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from the adjoint approach can be extrapolated until their
uncertainty ranges except for the wind speed.
[73] Finally, this study suggests that the adjoint approach

can be a powerful tool to spatialize the most significant
impact of all model parameters on a simulated pollutant
concentrations. It also allows to identify the period when
this impact is the most important even if it is many hours
before the time of the studied concentration.

9.2. Perspectives

[74] The results point out three types of model parameters
to which the concentrations are very sensitive: (i) the

boundary conditions, (ii) the meteorological fields and (iii)
the surface emissions. For the boundary conditions, the high
sensitivity shows the need for using CTM models with
nesting, at least for this type of area where local forcings are
not dominant. It will be interesting to repeat this work on
another domain and to see whether this tendency can
change for stronger meteorological forcings. For meteorol-
ogy, the limitation of this work is their only off-line use. It
would be necessary to couple these results with sensitivity
works modifying the meteorological parameters in a meso-
scale model. For the mixing processes, it is important to
know precisely the values of temperature and wind speed.

Figure 11. Scenario simulations for behavior of [O3]15 (15:00) over Paris as a function of changes on
wind speed and reactions rates associated to NOx and VOCs surface emissions changes. The central dot
corresponds to the reference run, i.e., for a1 = a2 = 1.
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However, it is also important to see the sensitivity of the
simulated concentrations to the temperature inversion (mag-
nitude and height). Lastly, the surface emissions are a key
parameter for the pollution studies. The problem is mainly
that this data require to be frequently reactualized since
traffic and industries, for example, are rapidly changing.

Appendix A: Boundary Layer Parameters
Diagnostics

[75] As the meteorological fields are used off-line for our
CTM, we have to estimate a posteriori some boundary layer
turbulent parameters. The three-dimensional meteorological

parameters used are (i) temperature (K), (ii) wind compo-
nent u and v (m.s�1), specific humidity q (g.kg�1) and
pressure (hPa). In case of chemistry transport modeling,
three diagnostic parameters have to be deduced from these
mean atmospheric parameters: the mean boundary layer
height �h, the friction velocity u* and the vertical turbulent
diffusivity profile Kz.

A1. Diagnostic of Boundary Layer Height

[76] To estimate the boundary layer height, a diagnostic
method based on a Richardson number profile is used.
Considering the virtual potential temperature qv and the mean
wind speed jUj, their vertical gradient ratio expressed if the

Figure 12. Scenario simulations for behavior of [O3]15 (15:00) over Paris as a function of changes on
Kz and temperature associated to NOx and VOCs surface emissions changes.
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lower atmosphere is mainly driven by shear production
(vertical wind gradient dominates) or buoyancy production
(vertical thermal gradient dominates). Originally built on
vertical dynamical versus thermal fluxes concept, the bulk
Richardson number profile is an adaptation to the specific
case of model studies (as they use discrete levels into the
atmosphere). The bulk Richardson number RiB profile is
defined as:

Rib zð Þ ¼ g z� z0ð Þ
qv zð Þ

qv zð Þ � qv z0ð Þð Þ
u zð Þ2þv zð Þ2

ðA1Þ

A threshold value, defining the critical Richardson number
RiBc profile is defined as RiBc = 0.21. For each RiB profile, a
linear interpolation is done to estimate the altitude where RiB

reaches RiBc, defining the boundary layer height �h.

A2. Diagnostic of Friction Velocity

[77] The friction velocity u* is mainly used for dry
deposition velocities estimation (see Appendix B). To
estimate u*, we used the formulation proposed by Louis
[1979] and Louis et al. [1982]. This formulation is based on
the neutral drag coefficient CDN, expressed as:

CDN ¼ k

ln
zþ z0m

z0m

� �� � ðA2Þ

where z0m is the roughness length and z the model level
within the surface layer. The stability is diagnosed via the
Fm stability function, as:
[78] If RiB = 0, Fm = 1 (no correction under neutral

conditions).
[79] If RiB < 0,

Fm ¼ 1� 2. b.Rib

1þ 3. b. c.C2
DN .

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zþ z0m

z0m

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jRibj

p ðA3Þ

[80] If RiB > 0,

Fm ¼ 1

1þ 2. b.Ribffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ d.Rib

p
ðA4Þ

where the constant are b = c = d = 5. Finally, u* is estimated
as:

u* ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C2
DN .Fm. jU j2

q
ðA5Þ

A3. Diagnostic of Vertical Turbulent Diffusivity

[81] This estimation is based on the mixing length con-
cept, lmix:

lmix ¼
k zþ z0mð Þ

1þ k
zþ z0m

l

� � ðA6Þ

where l is a constant relative to the studied mixed layer. In
our case, we used a constant value, l = 80m, arbitrarily
chosen, but representative of the studied IOP. Following the
Louis [1979] and Louis et al. [1982] concept and

formulations, we deduced the vertical turbulent diffusivity
as:

KzM ¼ l2mix.
@u

@z

� �2

þ @v2

@z

� �" #1=2

.Fm ðA7Þ

Appendix B: Dry Deposition Velocities
Estimation

[82] In this model version, only dry deposition is taken
into account. It corresponds to an important sink for the
most studied species during an pollution event, as O3 and
NOx. The employed parameterization follows the resistance
analogy proposed by Wesely [1989], where the flux for a
species i (with a concentration ci) is expressed as:

Fd;i ¼ �Vd;i. ci ðB1Þ

where Vd,i is the dry deposition velocity, as:

Vd;i ¼
1

ra þ rb;i þ rc;i
ðB2Þ

where ra, rb and rc correspond to several resistances: ra is
the aerodynamical resistance to the turbulent transfer of
gases from the first model level to the surface, rb is the bulk
resistance to the diffusion of surface elements such as
plants, in the quasilaminar boundary layer within the surface
layer, rc is the bulk surface resistance (including numerous
subresistances). Each of these resistances are defined as
follows:

ra ¼
1

CDjU j ðB3Þ

where CD is the drag coefficient previously defined, and jUj
the wind speed (in our case, an average of the wind speed
values on a profile from surface to the top of the first model
level).

rb ¼
2

ku*

Sc

Pr

� �2=3

ðB4Þ

Sc and Pr are respectively the Schmidt and Prandtl numbers.
Sc is defined as Sc = n/Di with n air kinematic viscosity (n =
0,15 cm2s�1 for T = 20�C and P = 1 atm.) and Di is the
molecular diffusivity defined for each model species i.

rc ¼
1

LAI

rmi þ rs
þ LAI

rlui
þ 1

rsol

ðB5Þ

where LAI is the Leaf Area Index, which depends on the
surface and the season. For the following subresistances, we
adopt the notations proposed by Gao and Wesely [1995]. In
our case, values are prescribed for three different surface
types (urban, suburban and rural) and only one season (as
we only work on summer episodes for instance). rmi is the
mesophyll resistance, rs is the stomatal resistance, rlui the
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cuticle resistance. Finally, rsol is an additional subresistances
which represents compound of some others, relative to the
resistance for gas-phase transfer to the lower part of the
canopy. The values employed in the model for the main
deposited species are displayed in Table 3.

Appendix C: Chemical Regimes

[83] Usually, chemical regimes are studied on the basis of
species ratios calculations, and are linked to surface emis-
sions and wind speed. In case of this study, chemical
regimes also appears in our sensitivity results concerning
reactions rates: As previously shown by Sillman [1995] and
Sillman et al. [2003], O3 production can be more sensitive
either to NOx emissions (NOx-limited regimes) or to VOC
emissions (VOC-limited regimes). This difference corre-
sponds to the relative strength of the two radical sink paths,
as follows:

NO2 þ OH�!HNO3

or

RO2 þ HO2�!peroxyde

RO2 þ RO2�!peroxyde

HO2 þ HO2�!H2O2 þ O2

8>>>><
>>>>:

ðR20Þ

where the first path, which is reaction (R2) from section 6.2,
is dominant in a VOC-limited regime, and the second path,
system (R20), is dominant in a NOx-limited regime.
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